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Action Plan Key Topics 2023-2024:
• Policy making and infrastructure planning – The Baltic Sea Region perspective when shaping the EU transport system

• Sustainability - Contribute to the phasing out of fossil fuels by accelerating clean fuel development and deployment in the transport sector

• Innovative transport solutions – for people and goods
Activities and EU-legislation for the BSC Transport Working Group

- EU legislation we intend to follow
  - Policy making and infrastructure planning
  - Sustainability
  - Innovative Transport solutions

- Working methodology

- Activities ahead
  - **14 June**: Joint meeting with BSC Working Groups ”Sustainable Logistics chains in the BSC region” **Online**
  - **19-20 September**: BSC General Assembly: Seminar on sustainable mobility. **Umeå/Vaasa**
  - **7-8 November**: BSC Transport Working Group meeting co-organized with Helsinki-Uusimaa and Scandria Alliance. **Helsinki**
  - **Online (tbc)**: Digital Mobility Package
  - **Online (tbc)**: EU Drone Strategy